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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together with the 
relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any 
amendments made at the standardisation meeting attended by all examiners and is the scheme 
which was used by them in this examination.  The standardisation meeting ensures that the 
mark scheme covers the candidates� responses to questions and that every examiner 
understands and applies it in the same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation 
meeting each examiner analyses a number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not 
already covered by the mark scheme are discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after 
this meeting, examiners encounter unusual answers which have not been discussed at the 
meeting they are required to refer these to the Principal Examiner.   
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further 
developed and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a particular paper.  
Assumptions about future mark schemes on the basis of one year�s document should be 
avoided; whilst the guiding principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, 
depending on the content of a particular examination paper.  
 

Further copies of this Mark Scheme are available to download from the AQA Website:  www.aqa.org.uk 
 
Copyright © 2007 AQA and its licensors.  All rights reserved.   
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Unit 2 
 
 The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way. 
 

  % of 
A2 

Marks 

AO2 

AO3 

AO4 

Response to written language 

Knowledge of grammar 

Knowledge of society 

45 

25 

30 

45 

25 

30 

 TOTAL 100 100 

 
 The marks will be allocated in the following way. 

 
 AO2 AO3 AO4 

Section 1a 

Section 1b 

Section 2 

10 

5 

30 

 

5 

20 

 

 

30 
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Section 1 � Notes for Answers 
 
Question 1 
 
(a) 

(i)      pEtirk je bukeinn ne p<Cm  we weSA wI qeZI nal GtwI ]abawI we  msle qe  
                       icNqa pRgt kIqI hE .  [us ¥ iPkr hE ik izs wa p<Cm qe dUNGa pRBav pvega qe    
                       Biv<K iv<c p<Cm we mulkA iv<c gNBIr qbwIlI]A wa karn bxega.  izs nal  
                       hOlI hOlI p<Cm wa ]Nq hox wa vI Kqra hE .  

                                                                                                                                    (2 marks) 
 

(ii)       pNjab iv<c kufI]A wI igxqI muNid]A mgr GtwI ja rhI hE . hrek hZar muNde  
 ip<Ce  kufI]A wI igxqI isrP Ce � s<q sO hE .  
   grBvqI hox qe ilNg jAc qe kufI hox qe grBpaq kra[uxa . 

                                                                                                                                    (2 marks) 
 

(iii)      Similarity � pNjab iv<c qe p<Cm iv<c lok b<ce G<t pEwa krwe hn . 
Difference � pNjab iv<c jvan (b<ce jNmx valI]A) ]OrqA wI ]abawI Gt     
                      rhI hE .  

(2 marks) 
 

(iv) ]gle  pEMqI ku salA ¥ salana vsoM vaWa hZar jofe ip<Ce 2300 qoM Gt ke 450     
qe ]a jax wa Kqra hE . (bhuq Gt javega) 
pNjab wa siB]acar qe ivrsa gu]ac javega / Kals nhIM rhega . 
pNjab iv<coM pNjabI bolI Kqm ho javegI . 
(One of two effects on culture and heritage)   

                                                                                                                                   (2 marks) 
      (v)      

• ilNg jAc ¥ rokxa cahIwa hE . 
• gEr � ka¥nI ilNg jAc qe grBpaq krn vale daktrA ¥ sKq sZa wexI cahIwI hE .    
• lokA nUN izs sm<is]a bare jaigRq krna cahIwa hE . 

Or any other suitable response 
(Two responses required) 

(2 marks) 
 

Total = 10 marks 
 

(b) Translation from English into Panjabi 
 

h<sxa ishq lzI cNga hE 
 
ivig]anI]A ne slah iw<qI hE ik  iwl ¥ ishqmNw r<Kx lzI roZ G<to-G<t iz<k var Ku<lH ke h<so .  iz<k qaZa Koj 
iv<c [uhnA ne h<sx we ishq qe Paiziw]A ¥ l<iB]a hE .  izh irport KolH ke w<swI hE ik Ku<lH ke h<sx nal KUn 
wI]A nafI]A we ]Nwrle p<Te iD<le pE jax krke  Ku<lH jAwI]A hn, ijs nal KUn we vhan iv<c qeZI ]a[uMwI hE .  
izs nal KUn wa wba]  Gtwa hE ]qe ibmarI]A nal lfn wI SkqI vWwI hE .  hux cNgI ishq bxazI r<Kx 
iv<c h<sxa vI izNna hI pRBavSalI mNin]a jax l<g ip]a hE ijNnI]A wOfn B<jx valI]A hor ksrqA .  
 
Barq iv<c bhuq icr qoM hasa iz<k cNgI wvazI mNnI jAwI rhI hE, pr hux izh pihlA naloM vI s<c japwa hE 
ik[uMik izh iwl ¥ ishqmNw r<Kwa hE . 

 
5+5 marks (see grids overleaf) 

 
Total =10 marks 
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For section 1b the following criteria will be used for response to written language (AO2) 
 
 

 Response to Written Language (AO2) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-3 
 
 
 

4-5 

Passage inaccurately translated; overall meaning not 
conveyed successfully; the sentences are mainly a �word for 
word� translation, poor spelling. 
 
Many contain a number of errors, 3-4 substantial ones, but 
central meaning is conveyed.  The sentences reveal some 
fluency and some awareness of appropriate style. 
 
May contain a few errors in style, but central meaning is 
substantially conveyed; good to excellent command of the 
main areas of awareness of appropriate style. 
 

 
For section 1b the following criteria will be used for knowledge of grammar (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 
0-1 

 
 

2 
 
 

3 
 
 
 

4 
 
 

5 
 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede 
comprehension. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures 
are not sound and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in 
applying them is inconsistent, especially in less common 
structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable 
and errors occur only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used 
accurately.  There are a few errors and these are of a minor 
nature. 
 

Total for Section 1 = 20 marks 
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Section 2 
 
Notes for Answers 
 
These notes are only guidelines for the examiner, showing how a candidate is expected to 
develop his/her essay.  When applying the marking criteria, the accuracy or the relevance of the 
material in the candidate�s written answer/essay will be subject to these guidance notes.   
 
Literary Topics 
 
Question 2 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s ability to express his/her views about the text studied 

in written Panjabi.  The candidate is expected to   state the short story book studied and 
its author at the start of the answer. The candidate should then pick out two favourite 
stories and explain in detail what he/she likes about them and why.  

 
(b) This is a more general question. At the start, the candidate is expected to clarify the 

chosen story book.  The candidate then should pick out the main problems facing 
Panjabis living in Britain, which have been illustrated in the stories by the author. The 
candidate is expected to illustrate the problems with examples from any two stories. 

 
Question 3 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and understanding of the text.  The 

candidate should identify the novel and the main characters within it.  The personality of 
the main characters should be explored and explained in detail, linking them to their role 
in the story. In the second part of the answer, having explored the characters� roles and 
personalities, the candidate is asked to analyse their roles in terms of Panjabi culture 
and what can be learnt from it.    

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s awareness and understanding of the literary qualities 

of a novel.  In the first part of the question the candidates are expected to outline the 
qualities of a good novel. Then the chosen text should be identified and discussed in 
detail with examples to show the extent to which these qualities are found.  

 
Question 4 
 
(a) This is a general question that tests the candidate�s awareness and appreciation of 

autobiography as a different form of literature.  The candidates are expected to explore 
the author�s motives in writing an autobiography, from personal, professional and literary 
perspectives. The main body of the answer should contain details of benefits and 
advantages of autobiographical texts to readers and authors. 

 
(b) In the main part of the answer, the candidates are expected to review some positive and 

some negative life experiences of the author of the chosen autobiography.  Then, the 
candidates should extract, interpret and infer to explain how the author reacts and 
responds to these life experiences. In the last part of the answer, the candidates are 
asked to give their personal view and what they can learn from it.  
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Non-Literary Topics 
 
Question 5 
 
(a) The problem of water shortage and the water table getting deeper and deeper by the 

year in the Panjab should be outlined at the start.  The reasons behind this problem 
should include the following: 
Intensive cultivation of certain crops (rice and wheat) requiring heavy irrigation; too much 
water pumped out from the ground to meet the excess demand; lack of rainfall etc. 

 
Based on the above points, appropriate solutions should be suggested. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to write from their own perspective why the youth are so eager 

to live in western countries.  Economic benefits should be identified as the main 
attraction.  The busy and stressful lifestyle, missing family in the Panjab etc. should be 
among the drawbacks.  

 
Question 6 
 
(a) SINGH SABHA LEHAR (1873�1920) 
 

Reasons and purposes for starting this movement 
The Singh Sabha movement was started during the period when the Panjab was 
included in the British Raj and Panjabi culture, heritage and religion were under threat.  

 
To reduce outside influence and maintain and protect the Sikh religion and its teachings. 

 
To promote Panjabi language and literature. 

 
To create loyalty in the public for the British Raj. 

 
Achievements : 
 
• Made Sikhs aware of their spiritual and literary roots. 
• Helped people to give up complex Hindu ways of worshipping. 
• Gave the Sikh religion a separate and independent recognition. 
• Got rid of many social ills such as child marriages, parda, killing girls. 
• New emphasis on Panj Kakkar and motivated people to take Amrit. 
• Opened many educational institutions. Made provision for girls� education. 
• Encouraged and inspired the public to be politically aware, active and involved. 

 
(b) In this question, candidates are expected to show awareness of the success and 

downfall of the Sikh Raj in the Panjab.  The answer should make implicit the position of 
the Dogras during this period in general.  The main part of the answer should discuss 
the positive contribution made by the Dogras during the rising of the Sikh Raj.  In 
addition, there should be a critical discussion on the negative role played by the Dogras 
contributing to the downfall of the Sikh Raj.  The answer should be an accurate account 
based on historical facts.  
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Question 7 
 
(a) Candidates answer this question from their experience.  The answer should reflect how 

Panjabis treat their guests with utmost respect and courtesy.  There should be 
explanations about how the guests are made to feel welcome and offered the best food 
and comforts. Family practices and routines can also be included. 
 

(b) For this question, candidates do not have to agree with the statement totally. However, 
candidates need to have a stance about young people�s interest in their religion and 
some acceptance of it declining.  The reasons behind this decline should be explored in 
detail.  Candidates should suggest practical ideas to increase the young people�s 
interest in their religion. 
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Only two questions/essays to be selected, each to be marked according to the following 
criteria. 
 
 
 (i) Knowledge of Society   = 15 marks (AO4) 
 (ii) Reaction/Response   = 15 marks (AO2) 
 (iii) Knowledge of Grammar  = 10 marks (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Society (AO4) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-4 
 
 
 

5-7 
 
 

8-11 
 
 
 

12-15 

The answer shows no relevance to the topics/texts/question.  A zero 
score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a 
whole. 
 
Demonstrates only limited knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  Limited range of sources and evidence.  Superficial 
examples. 
 
Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  
Source material and evidence is not always well used. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  A good range of sources and guidance is used and the 
answer is generally relevant to the topic/question. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts with a wide range of sources and evidence used.  The 
answer is relevant and is wide-ranging in its treatment of the 
topics/texts/question. 
 

 
 Reaction/Response (AO2) 

0-1 
 

2-4 
 
 

5-7 
 
 
 

8-11 
 
 

12-15 

Little or no reaction.  No real illustration or justification. 
 
Little relevant reaction/opinion/evaluation, generally factual or 
descriptive, lacks structure and order. 
 
Some evaluation evident, but relies on received ideas with little 
personal opinion.  Some attempts at structure.  Ideas generally not well 
supported. 
 
Some attempt at evaluation and some personal reaction, not always 
convincingly justified.  Clear structure and logical progression. 
 
A good range of points evaluated with conclusions.  Clear evidence of 
personal reaction, well illustrated/justified.  Well balanced and 
coherent. 
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 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 

0-2 
 

3-4 
 

 
5-6 

 
 

7-8 
 
 

9-10 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not 
sound and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is 
inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors 
occur only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.  
There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

 
Total for Section 2 = 40 marks x 2 = 80 marks 

Total for Unit 2 = 100 marks 
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